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PROFILE
I'm a Front-end web developer based in Toronto. I have a strong passion for learning and for
writing functional clean code. I build engaging applications and websites that are creatively
designed and accessible. I look forward to becoming part of an innovative team with a desire to
create exceptional outcomes on the internet.
EDUCATION

Telephone:
Website:

(416) 659-5557
www.clintdevs.live

E-Mail: clintlee@clintdevs.live

HACKERYOU COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Web Development Immersive Program
Fundamental & Advanced JavaScript Course
Fundamental & Advanced Web Development Course

LOYALIST COLLEGE
Diploma of TV and New Media Production

LANGUAGES
English
Korean (

한국어)

SOFT SKILLS
Positive Attitude
Communication
Self-Motivation
Leadership
Team-Player
Creativity
Flexibility
Emotional Intelligence
Detail Oriented

FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPER

Quick Learner

TORONTO, ON
2017 - 2018

BELLEVILLE, ON
2014 - 2017

TECHNICAL SKILLS
Advanced in the knowledge of JavaScript and library/framework such as React.js, Vue.js and jQuery
Proficient in working with RESTful APIs and Web Services using AJAX and JSON
Thorough understanding of front-end technologies, such as HTML5 and Sass/CSS3
Demonstrable expertise in responsive, mobile-first development
Experience with back-end technologies, such as Node.js, MongoDB, Mongoose and Express.js
Ability to create Banner animations and SVG animations using GSAP
Work collaboratively with other developers via Github and Git as a source/version control repository
Expertise in video content creation tools, such as Adobe Premiere and Adobe After Effects
Proficient in working with Adobe Photoshop: cropping, slicing and resizing images for the web

RECENT WORK

JavaScript / jQuery / REST API / Pair Programming
Please Don't Panic

A group project using the NASA API, Please Don't Panic allows users to find out if there are any asteroids
passing by Earth on the current day

React / Firebase / REST API / Team Programming
I ❤ Concert

I ❤ Concert enables users to search artists and upcoming concerts. Users can also navigate and purchase
concert tickets online. By utilizing Firebase and Google authentication, users can log in with their Google
account and save their concert memories

Sass / PSD Conversion / jQuery / HTML / Responsive
Lisbon

A pixel perfect, fully responsive, single page website translated from a PSD design. Utilized Adobe Photoshop
to extract and reuse CSS information

EXPERIENCE

CANADA LEARNING CODE
MENTOR (Volunteer)

TORONTO, ON
2018 - PRESENT

Assisted the instructor by overseeing and helping the students experiencing difficulties
Lead the students to motivate engaging in hands-on coding experience with Scratch, HTML5 and CSS3
Ensured the class to progress with ease by distributing class materials and equipment to students

MAPLE WOODS CINEMA

OSHAWA, ON
2017
Recorded and edited Youtube contents for business (Chef's Plate) and private weddings utilizing Adobe
Premiere and Adobe After Effects
Effectively managed asset organization, media management, and file delivery for both online and offline

EDITOR & CAMERA OPERATOR

LUC'S VARIETY

BELLEVILLE, ON
2012 - 2017
Efficiently managed all operational functions including receiving inventory and store maintenance
Provided quality service to customers and responded to questions, concerns, and complaints
Scanned and audited daily deliveries to ensure accuracy
Completed all relevant paperwork to include daily and week ending paperwork
Maintained effective inventory control of highly regulated items
Supervised, trained and developed staff members in accordance with store policies and procedures

MANAGER

